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Rise persona 4 golden

Rise Kujikawa is a unique member of the Golden Party Persona 4 as it does not join you in battle, but it is still very important. She represents the lovers of Arcana, and you want to get to know her through her social connection plot. Rise is also a romantic character you can be friend and girlfriend with if you want -
appropriately for arcana of lovers. This guide also details how and when you will return from a friendship relationship to a romantic relationship. For more help with other characters in the game, check out our P4G social link relationship &amp; guide options. Rise Kujikawa S-Link Guide - Lovers If you plan to get to know
the former idol in the Social Link Rise Kujikawa in Golden 4, this page covers you. We have all the ranks of S-Link and all the conversation options to quickly promote your relationship with Rise - and we keep it without spoiler as much as possible. Rise is of course a romantic character in P4G, meaning you can
eventually make it your girlfriend if you want - it just requires you to say the right things throughout this social connection. We're covering that here, too. In The Golden 4 Pesuna your social links all have statistics as a hidden experience, and when all levels up to the next ranking is determined by these points. Saying the
right things when hanging out can give you bonus points, speed up the process of being better friends and save you a lot of game time because then you can spend somewhere else, like studying for your Yasogami High School exams. The points alongside each selection in this guide are based on the value you earn
with the Persona Arcana bonus - which, in Rise's case, means there's a person of arcana lovers with you every time you hang out with Rise. If you don't, you'll earn a little less points. Guests can spend time with Rise Kujikawa on Fridays, Saturdays and Sundays. She's not available on rainy days. Aliyah can be found in
the Grade 1F building on weekdays, while on holidays and weekends it hangs out in the southern shopping district. Rank 1: The social link with Rise will automatically begin on July 23, which will run out some time after you first encounter the burgeoning hotel star as part of the story. It'll get you the first degree for free.
Publication. Keep scrolling for moreRank 1 &gt; 2:Choices affecting your relationship this rating: But it's a little embarrassing to show up alone, you know? Just order food. +3 So you don't eat out? +3 Why? +2 Level 2 &gt; 3:Choices affecting your relationship this rank: It will take time to return, so let's turn around fast! Do
you come here often? +3 Can't you buy Inaba...? +3 What are you looking for? +3 Rise learns the ability to treasure from you to assist the party with the moment you hit level 3 in its s-link. Rating 3 &gt; 4:Choices affecting your relationship This rating: Increase is concerned... Grab her hand and run. +3 Call the police. +3



Rise looks desperate... I am sorry... Lying about marrying you and all that... I don't care. +3 is... Was that a lie? +3 Grade 4 &gt; Influencing your relationship at this level: Senpai, did you ever think you were pushing yourself too far, or were you just playing...? All the time. +3 sometimes. +3 not really. +2 You're with me
now because I'm R't, yes? Not. +3 I don't know. +3 Grade 5 &gt; 6:Options that affect your relationship This rating:Advertisement. Keep scrolling for another fan letter has arrived, you see... To think that I trusted him... I feel betrayed! I gave up being A.T. I can't live up to her expectations... She'll understand. +3 (level 5
understanding required) Do you have second thoughts? +3 Doesn't that sound like fun? What do you say to that? No, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, No, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, If you're serious... +3 sounds great. +3 Rise will learn the skill from you enemy that will help you
in the dungeon as soon as your social link hits the rank 6.Rank 6 &gt; 7:Choices that affect your relationship and this rating: she was cute, so I thought she would sell. You like having a 12th grader so cute, don't you? I'm an ex-idol, after all. That part doesn't matter. +3 I'm happy. +2 Rise looks helpless... Laugh about it.
+3 (level 5 courage required) to get close to it. +3 cheer her up. +3 Grade 7 &gt; 8:This is the ranking where you can choose to pursue a romantic relationship with Rise Kujikawa. Choices that affect your relationship to this degree: Senpai... I... I don't know why I'm crying. There's no turning back. Hold her down.
[Romantic relationship path] will stand there. [Friendship Path] Ranking 8 &gt; 9:Choices affecting your relationship to this degree: And yet... I felt so angry about it... Why do you think that is? Risette is Rise, too. +3 You regret leaving. +3 You're selfish. +3 Level 9 &gt; 10:This ranking is divided into two separate
branches: one if Rise is your company based on your 7&gt;8 choice, and one if you are just friends. Options that affect your relationship This rating:Publish. If you get up, she's your girlfriend, I'll ask the man himself! So, where are you hiding them? Membership: If you are not dating there are no options in this branch.
When your Rise (Lovers) social link reaches level 10, you will receive a signed image item, which also opens up the ability to merge into Kanzeon and Ishtar, a powerful persona. Rise also learns the ability to scan for weakness, which can be a lifesaver in the dungeon. Co-author P4 P4 Manga P4 Anime P4G Anime Live
Action P4A P4AU PQ PQ2 RisetteThe Scandal Superstar Idol (P4AU)Cheerful Girl (PQ)Idol (PQ2) 15-16 (P4)17 (P4A-P4D)21 (p5) Himiko, Kanzeon, Kouzeon (P4G) Laura Bailey (P4, P4tA, P4G, P4A, PQ, P4AU)Ashley Burch (P4D) Yuriya Suzuki (P4)Natsuko Aso (P4A) I wasn't interested in being an idol, but... I
wanted a chance to change myself. And just in case, I won. No, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, When it happened, I panicked, thinking maybe I should try their offer. And then I thought... If I'm on TV, I can make friends... That was the only reason I was here, but... After a while... I figured
something out. The person everyone loves, the one they are. Hey on the street? It's not the real me. R't is the one everyone loves... The fictional character they sold to the public. – Rise Kujikawa, Persona 4 Rise Kujikawa is one of the main characters from Persona 4. She's a popular idol who returns to loathing for a
short break. She's a freshman at Yasugami High School. [Editing | editing source] Design [Editing | editing source] Rise has long copper-colored hair tied up in two braids, brown eyes and pale skin. Her usual outfit consists of an orange blouse with puffy sleeves over a white turtleneck shirt while she is seen wearing an
orange shirt and white pants in summer. Before moving to Yasugami High School and while working at her grandmother's store, Reyes wears a white headscarf, pink turtleneck shirt and short blue dark blue skirt. During studies on the Midnight Channel and at school, she is dressed in her school uniform with a white
turtleneck underneath and wears only pink glasses supporting staff/teammates. At the summer festival, Rise is seen wearing Yukta like the other girls. At Persona 4 Golden, over the winter, she wears a snowsuit with pink sunglasses on her head, a high collar with a pink and white stripe with her eerantic pink snow jacket
that says lovers, purple gloves, darker navy snow pants and bright purple shoes. The only time she has her hair down is when she wears the new summer outfit during the Golden Even 4 persona, acquired by achieving the real ending after saving Marie in the Hollow Forest. She was wearing a washed white collar shirt,
with a pink, light blue and orange shirt underneath and tanned trousers. In Persona 4: Dancing All Night, she wears a summer pink school uniform with a separate open shirt showing off her black bra and bare middle, and a Yasogami emblem on her left sleeve, magenta, pink and white houndstooth patterned miniskirt
that matched her hair ribbons, long black socks with pink lace zips and pink stilettos. She wears a yellow scarf around her right wrist and a pink and black glove on her left hand. She also wears yellow headphones on her ears and a black collar with a key chain heart. The personality [editing | editing source] Rise is
cheerful, blunt, playful, cute and she's pretty arrogant about herself, although very sweet and deep down. She is referred to as a dangerous girl by Chi Stoneca, for her daring to flirt with the protagonist, and her taunts about Yusuke Hanamura and Kanji Tatsumi. The ascent is quickly irritated by the smallest things, which
end up with its crying dramatically, and sometimes produce crocodile tears. She is childish and quite possessive; She once missed a face and told a hero he shouldn't call another girl cute. She also showed off her competitive side on numerous occasions, and she mocked Yukiko Amaghi's insecurities and her cooking.
Along with Yukiko, and Natu Shirogana, she cries when the heroine leaves Yava, and she declares her love for him. It is, combined with her Arcana being the lovers, Flirtations and certain scenes in the animated Persona 4 show her affection for heroine. Rise states that she loves the heroine, and will show a very clear
interest in him during the plot regardless of her status in social contact. Her cooking skills like chi and yukiko are appalling and tend to make food too spicy, as her omeg shows that she forced Anaenko to celebrate Micho's arrest. Shadow Rise - Person 4 Animation I don't know who the real me is! Rise was once an idol,
but she quit to work in her family business (citing health reasons), after Kanji was rescued. She's nervous, and she's tired of show business because she doesn't know if the rise everyone adores is the real rise, or the life of a resort she presents to the masses. Rise's greatest insecurities are its individuality. She's afraid
she doesn't have the real me and that her career is causing her to lose it because of constantly putting a fake face on the general public. While she initially tries to change that by running away, she remains unhappy. By the end of the series, she acknowledges that the entire alleged fake self she introduced to others
were actually just other sides of her true personality. Realizing that, she decides to start the content of her career, which she will introduce to her true self for all to see. As a general supporter/navigator of the group, Rise helps the team stay alert, informs them of all sorts of things in battle and uses its Persona, Himiko, to
scan enemy weaknesses and amplify their spirits whenever it can, even go as far as to use its gorana to heal the team, raise their attack or defense and more. It can also sense or recognize things in the shadow world that others are not easily perceived, including Teddy. When she understands that a friend is going
through a difficult time, Rise acts as a thinker, helping them understand the truth and offering them comfort in every way possible. Despite having a naughty naughty side while with her friends and offering a cheeky lot to back it up, she's also very passionate about them and is always there to lend them a hand. It should
also be noted that if its members are in danger, Rise will do whatever it takes to make sure they are safe, as seen in the Persona 4 Arena Ultimax, and joins the fight in an effort to find and save its members. Profile[Edit | Edit source] Persona 4[Editing | Editing Source] Risette in Quelorie Magic Van. Qom, despite her
revolting glory, eventually quit her job and decides to settle in her hometown of Yasoineva, to live with her grandmother. While being asked about her decisions to choose to stay there despite recent murders, Redlia insisted on her decision, explaining that she was nervous. After Rise's return to Ysuinarava, the whole
town is chained to her grandmother's tofu shop, Marukio, hoping to see Rise. Since appearing on TV news, investigation team fears Rise may Kidnapped and killed on the Midnight Channel, and she's going to be warned. Hoping to catch the culp one, the investigation team offers an ambush on the Marukyu tofu shop,
but their actions are found by Tohru Adachi, an assistant to Detective Ryotaro Dojima. The investigation team ended up floating with him. Through their ambush, they catch a stalker; However, the stalker anxiously denies his connection to the murders. Don't believe his words, Adachi Thu doesn't believe his words.
However, on their way back across Marukyu, Rise's grandmother claims that Rise is gone. Panicking, the investigation team decides to watch midnight channel again, realises they are too late: Rise has been hijacked. If they don't save Rise by 7/9 (Deadline), the hero gets a call from Chi that they found a body, it was
Rise's. The protagonist mist soon after and was summoned to the Velvet Room, where Igor offers them a chance to return a week before. After collecting clues, the investigation team was able to pinpoint Lys' location on the Midnight Channel, and set out to rescue her in a striptease from Arokio. The investigation team
eventually finds her, along with Shadow Rise: Her true self. The rise of the shadows taunts her, telling her that in my reality, that's what she wants, before performing pole dancing in a seductive way. Confused and surprised, Rise denies her shadow's claims and claims the shadow is not her. A pole dance of the shadow
rise. Driven by Rise's announcement, Shadow Rise becomes a pole dancing monster and attacks the party. However, Shadow Rise's analytical abilities proved more of a game, and the party was brought to the edge of defeat. Laughing at their inadecibility, The Rise of the Shadows is ready for another strike, but Teddy
eventually charges towards the shadow, carries out a suicidal attack and weakens the shadow. Accepts her true self, the shadow nods, and becomes Himiko, becoming rise's or persona. A social link after her abduction, Rise shows a less subtle infatuation with the protagonist, eventually creating the loving Arcana social
connection with him. Through the heroine's interactions with Rise, she discovers that during her childhood, she was a shy and lonely girl and that no one had high expectations of her. Because of her shyness, she was constantly harassed by her classmates, until a relative submitted her application for a idol competition,
which she won. Ironically, her original motivation for accepting the award was so once she becoming popular, she would have more friends. However, she eventually realizes that her friends are only interested in the besomped personality of teen idol Risette, but not Reyes Cuikawa, the young girl from Nessinabe.
Although Rise initially felt liberated with separating herself from Risette, she got angry when she overtook the passerby while expressing her famous personality. And even though she's always Her old manager's suggestions of returning to the spotlight, after discovering he'd found another rising star, she got very upset,
felt like she'd lost everything. By the end of the social connection, Rise eventually realizes that Risette is not a fabricated personality, but one of her many qualities. With her understanding, Rise urges that she return to her work as an idol in the spring, hoping to show the world her other qualities besides Risette. When
Erin finally finds her resolution, her foundation will retard the way to the canton. Rise will also give the heroine her signed picture, giving the ultimate form of lovers Arcana, Ishtar, the god of love. If the protagonist decides to make an intimate relationship with Rise, and receives rise's text message on Christmas Eve to
spend time with her, the protagonist will receive the accessory silver bracelet, which raises the user's spirit points by 50%. Persona 4 Golden [Editing | Editing Source] Aliyah joins an all-out attack. A bicycle addition to the investigation team has introduced a unique new way of achieving skills for party members. By going
on special forms of dates with each party member, involving the use of bicycles, the player accepts the possibility of either having a party member in question learn a whole new skill or re-learn any old skill they have forgotten. Kujikawa Rise - True Story Rise making a true story. In addition, as with Persona 4, every party
member is able to learn new skills about the progress of the player's social connection. The social linking skills that Rise learns about developing its social connection are also listed below; The skills Rise can learn remain unchanged from Persona 4. Rise's bike skills are unique in that, instead of being normal combat
skills, they force-ups for an all-out attack. Another exclusive to Golden shows Rise taking the stage for a concert in June to sing True Story, with the rest of the crew forming a band to accompany it. Persona 4 Animation [Editing | Editing Source] go up to Kujikawa in the animated Persona 4. In anime, Rise is seen in the
note discussing her apathy just before her performance. She then, while wearing a costume, meets Yu Narokami on June 20, after she dropped her mobile phone in an attempt to hide from her fans. The ascent is seen again by Hugh and the others, when they go to The Marukio Tofu to check on Solomon, and warn her
of the recent abductions. Aliyah encounters them again after an overzealous fan follows them. During the event, she is escorted out by Hugh and they go to the Samegawa flood plain. Rise talks about her past life as a pop star, and how no one sees her true self, only a razet. On June 23, she moves to Yasugami High
School early before waking up her location. After seeing the paparazzi chatting at the entrance to the school, Hugh takes her hand and guides her to The Tofu Marukio. Upon arrival, they encounter Reel's former manager, Minoru Inu, who has come to ask something important from her. You're the... Discuss matters at the
Temple of Tetsuim. Rise assumes he wanted her to return to show business, but Inva discovers she's already been replaced, and she's no longer needed. Inoue leaves, leaving Rise stunned by the discovery; Hugh comforts her. Hugh questions her decision to take a break; She gets mad and accuses him of not seeing
her for the real one and getting away. That night, she is seen on the Midnight Channel. Kem refuses to accept her other self. On June 24, The Rise of the Shadows shows the true rise in all its different identities, asking what its true self is; Rise struggles to answer, without knowing for sure who the real increase was. After
the rise of the shadows changed, she muttered Hugh's name, and flipped unconscious almost until she woke up to see her shadow shape. She then accepted that all the other highs were part of it, and that there was no real increase. This acceptance gave her a man: Himiko. Aliyah confronts her other self. When Reddy
got her true self, Teddy's true feelings were shown and the other Teddy showed up. When another teddy turned to shade and began soaking up the investigation team and boarding, Rise told Liu that she could help track down Teddy with her location. Hugh, along with his girlfriend, keeps her grounded while Himiko
scans Teddy. Eventually she can't find Teddy because of the heavy fog. Just when all seemed lost, Riz was finally able to track down Teddy, paving the way for Liu and Isnagi to defeat Shadow Teddy. WhenYo took her home, Red'aye asked him if she could join them to help catch the perpetrator. On July 10, Red'ale
said she was happy to help, and Hugh gave her a pair of pink glasses so she could see beyond the fog in the TV world, and as a symbol that she was now part of the investigation team. During the December event, when the second Grim Reaper appears, Rise decided to stay behind for Hugh, Yusuke and Teddy to
search for the real Adachi, while she helped with the Battle of Chi and Yukiko. Then during the battle with Amano-sagiri, this is the first time Rise's persona has been sent into battle despite being a non-fighting type, however it proved too much, and all seeking truths' persona have been defeated by our mother-sagiri.
Then, when Hugh was in danger, Rise's persona evolved into Kanzeon, giving him the power to summon the ultimate persona, Lucifer. At the end of episode 26 (no one is alone), Rise was able to gather enough power to confess her love for Hugh when his train began to leave. Rise and Yu's relationship is represented
by Thyna Linnan Side. Persona Q: Shadow Maze[Editing Source] Rise and her team end up in the alternate reality of Yasugami High School, where they meet S.E.E.S. during their venture into the world to understand it, as well as residents, Zen and Rai. Aliyah bespooks with Fukue Yamajihi, whose company shares its
strength in surgery. In story P3, Rise understands Yukari Takeba is doubtful if her relationship with The team is based on friendship, so she tells her about her experiences as an idol and how she went along with what everyone had planned because she wanted to avoid conflict; But after meeting her team, she realized it
was more important to be honest with yourself and talk openly, and encouraged Yukari to do the same. Rise and Fuuka mostly stay in the background providing backup to the rest of the team. After eliminating the danger, the two groups enjoyed the rest of the festival before returning to their separate worlds. Get up and
Puka promise to meet again in the future. Once they return, their memories of the experience are erased. Next, an immigrant is seen studying for a test with her teammates in June. She faded after studying for a while, but Kanji encouraged her to continue. Persona Q2: New Cinema Maze [Editing | Editing Source] Rise
and the team is venturing into the tv world when their direction suddenly changes, causing them to whibab into a world of dinosaurs. As they passed through the new environment, they lost contact with Yusuke Hanamura, and Rise is poisoned. They encounter the phantom heartthrobs, and after a brief battle between
hero P5 and Viv, they return to the movie theater to give Rise adequate treatment. Her epiphany is soon healed, and she is able to join forces with the phantom thieves' navigator, Putaba Sakura. Phantom Thieves Ryuji Sakamoto and Futaba are excited to discover that the girl is actually an international idol in Risette.
However, with shared knowledge of the facts, they also learn that they are all from different times. Potaba and Rise later join Puka Yamaji with the team finding S.E.E.S. in a robotic film world. The three of them learn a special move that allows them to heal their teammates in battle. After the threat is deleted, the
investigation team says goodbye to their new friends and returns to their world, with their memories of the incident removed. Qom and her friends later go to Hugh's house to watch a movie about dinosaurs. Hugh's cousin Nenko is also joining in. Persona 4 Arena [Editing | Editing Source] Re-ascent as an
information/support figure of the Grand Prix, however it turns out a fake version of her hosting the Games, as she was kidnapped and locked in an announcement room by Shadow Labrys, who was disguised as General Teddy. It was to prevent her from communicating with the others, making her unable to warn them
about the true purpose of the tournament beforehand. Eventually, General Teddy leaves the room and makes her communicate with everyone and gives others directions to where she is. She took advantage of a committee to discover Labriz's true form and battle with the Shadow Labs. She helps support others in
helping Labriz get her shadow and befriend Labrys. The celebration doesn't last as labrys is hacked L. She also feels a strange surge as Fuuka Yamagishi helps dispel the breakout off-TV, Rise noted that Fuuka's They're much stronger than she is. She joins the rest of the investigation team later to say goodbye to
laboratories and join in celebrating Yu's return and the reformation of the investigation team. Persona 4 Arena (Manga)[Editing | editing source] as the Rise game was hijacked by Shadow Labrys. In the final episode, Rise and Fuuka use their Personas to unleash labrys of the evil entity's dominance. Persona 4 Arena
Ultimax[Editing | Editing Source] At Ultimax, Rise is now a character to play. As she works on her comeback as an idol, the red mist envelops Inaba and Rise is separated from her friends. Faced with sudden danger, Himiko evolves into a new form capable of fighting. In combat, Rise uses the microphone as a weapon,
as well as manipulating musical notes and can even analyze opponents, and change the properties of its attacks. Her super move has therminologies of those from the dance revolution games. Her Leitmotiv is known as ★Star. Specifying an attack [editing | editing source] as boss in a score attack, Rise always has its
enemy analyzed, allowing it to deal with increased damage for the whole battle. She has Tetrakarn and Makarakarn active and thus makes it hard to land successful hits on her. Its SP skill, the Risette field is very spotless, recovering almost immediately after use. Persona x Detective Nauto [Editing | Editing Source] Rise
returned to work as an idol and plays a minor role in this spin-off novel. She asks Noto to come help her when another idol comes out of a photo shoot of the enthusiasm. She encourages Naoto to embrace her femininity more, but realizes she's making her friend feel more comfortable. Persona 4: Dancing All Night
[Editing | a year after the Inaba case and Rise's return to entertainment, Rise returns to the city and participates in the Love Meets Agach Festival, sponsored by TakuraPro, and takes on her fellow investigative team and her backup dancers. also participates in the Kanamin Kitchen idol group event, led by cell student
and fellow idol Kanami Mashita. Rise is in the middle of a rehearsal with teammates Yu and Naoto when Kyoka Ochimizu, the producer of TakuraPro, soon appears. She tells them that Rise will perform at the festival with Kanami instead of her friends, who will be completely omitted from the show. Rise reveals in a quick
investigation that this sudden decision is due to the other members of Kanamin Kitchen's sudden disappearance. When she's angry about Ochmizu's binge, she decides to find them with the help of her friends. During a discussion about the missing idols, Naoto brings up the rumor about the festival site, and a bizarre
video that appears during midnight that led to several victims in a coma. The three decide to watch the mysterious video, after which a terrifying song plays and a gate opens. Get up and the others are forcibly pulled by yellow ribbons into Portal and find themselves in the other world where those watching the video are
taken and shadows probably reside, known as the midnight phase. Cole signals to them, claiming they want to make connections with them, and plays a twisted song which, combined with the shadow dancing, begins to affect their minds. Just as the group is about to surrender, the Rise music player shuts down, which
affects the shadows. Hugh combines the song with his dance, which cancels the song and dneers the shadows. However, the three are able to return to the real world, where they promise to continue the investigation once the others arrive from Innova. The others arrive soon the next day, where after rehearsal, Rise
takes care of them by bringing them to a quick shoot involving Kanami. Ochmizu confronts them quickly, but the mysterious gateway to the midnight stage opens after Canami plays the video. Ochimizu defends Kanami and is drawn to the midnight phase herself, with the investigative team following him quickly. From
there, the group splits in two to rescue members of Kanamin Kitchen: while Hugh's team searches for Tamami and Tomo, Rise becomes its group leader to search for Sumomo and Nozumi. Persona 5[Editing | Editing Source] Get on sapphire posters. Posters throughout Shibuya are publishing her new album, Sapphire
(alongside posters for Kanami's new album Dropkick). The protagonist can also purchase one to hang in his room by going with Anne Takamaki to Herjuku. This may be because both Rise and Anne are the Arkana lovers. She's also mentioned on TV on 7/1, about a new song about adult love. It is mentioned that she
has really gained a lot of sex appeal since she reached 20, which confirms that Persona 5 takes place at least four years after the events of Dancing All Night. Later, on 11/30, it was mentioned that Rise had been on recess for a while, and wondered if its unwavering appeal was from the power of tofu. He hinted that she
might take another little break to help her grandmother because the tofu business is thriving now. Statistics [Editing | Source Editing] Persona 4 Gold Skills[Editing | Edit source] List of social link skills skill skill cost effect weakness Scan Navi reveal the enemy's affinity at the start of the battle (weakness or immunity). 2
Full Navi analysis reveal enemy statistics, vulnerabilities, and skills. (Excluding bosses) 3Rd Eye Navi reveal the effectiveness of an attack (after the target was attacked with the same affinity). 4 Navi Healing Wave recover 5% HP after battle (side). 5 Navi Song Endurance Restore 10% HP After Battle (Side). 8 List of
skill bike skills and cost effect skill effect attack level 1 Navi increases the output of an increase in attack that includes damage to level 1. 1 total attack level 2 Navi increases the output of an increase in attack including damage to level 2. 2 total attack level 3 Navi increases the output of an increase in attack including
damage to level 3. 3 Total Attack Level 4 Navi Increases Offensive Damage of Rise To level four. 4 total attack level 5 Navi increases overall attack damage output of increase to maximum level. 5 Battle Quotes [Edit | Edit source] Ok! Level up! It's strong, watch out! Oh, it's not easy, I'm sure you'll win! Three enemies on
the field! Be careful. (Encounters 3 enemies) Don't let them get you. (Encounters 5 enemies) * Squeals * Senpai! That was so cool! Oh, nice move, Yusuke-Senpai! (Yusuke evades attack) You hit his weak spot, Chi-Senpai! The enemy has fallen. Look what you got, Kanji-kun! Two enemies down. Do it again, Chi-
Senpai! The enemy has fallen! That's the attitude, Teddy! (Teddy bends the enemy) Go for nothing, Teddy! (Teddy defeats one enemy) Keep it up, Yusuke-Senpai! (Yosuke defeats one enemy) Two were defeated. (hero defeats 2 enemies) Defeating two enemies. Three enemies have been defeated! You're so cool,
Senpai. Excellent location, courteous staff, good breakfast. Four enemies defeated! There's only one enemy left! You can do it, you can do it! (one enemy left) one enemy to go! Keep it up! (One enemy left) very good hotel at 20% (2/3 enemies left) three enemies left! You can win this! (3 enemies left) four of them! You
need to dilute them. (4 enemies left) he stood back up, defeating him fast! (enemy stands up from Luo) Hurry up and beat him! What's wrong with him? More coming in! (King's shadow summoned bambino shadow, step 1 and 2) What, more of them?! God, I can't do this. In my life, it's like an endless stream of them!
(King's shadow summoned bambino shadow, step 3 and up) ahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh Guys, guys, guys, guys, you're really low on health... (Party is low on health) ... Shouldn't someone cure it? I don't know if I can
do this, but I can you up! All right, it's time for a counterattack! (Hero recovering from fillets/dizziness status) No, don't be afraid, I'm here with you! (Hero is scared) __-senpai is scared! (Party member is scared) ___-senpai is useless! (Party member exhausted) __-senpai, no! (Party member (except hero) controlled by
Konino-sagiri) Yusuke-Senpai lost it! Yukiko-Senpai is terrifying when she's angry. (Furious Yukiko defeats enemy) Nauto-kun off! Somebody calm her down! (When Naoto is furious) Please, get back up! (All party members except the hero are controlled by Konino-sagiri) It feels really bad... (Meet the Angel of Death in a
new game +) Don't lose. (weak enemy analysis) It's going to end a little bit! Wow, that's lame! It's going to be cake. Physical attacks won't work on this hawk? Ice should work well, you can beat it, guys! (enemy weakness analysis w/ice) it's weak to ice! This should be easy! (enemy weakness analysis w/ice) it's weak to
shoot! It's going to be easy! (Analyzing enemy weakness w/fire) it's weak to the wind! It'll be a breeze! (analyzing enemy weakness w/wind) it's weak against the light. Shine! (enemy weakness analysis w/light) it's a weak BEARY for electricity! * Giggle * (enemy analysis w/ electrical weakness, while mimicking Teddy)
You can beat it, just don't use the light on it. (Analyzing the enemy with light distracting) Plan B, anyone? yes, yes, yes, yes, yes, yes, yes, we won! Congratulations, guys. Hey, it's weak to shoot! That's hot, that's hot! (By scanning weakness on enemy w/fire weakness) his weakness is ice! Cool (using scan weakness on
enemy w/ice weakness) it's weak to electrify! Zapp M! (By scanning weakness for enemy W/electrical weakness) Blow it up, guys! (By scanning weakness for enemy spirit weakness) enemy weakness is dark! It's lost! (Using scan for enemy weakness w/dark weakness) oh no, you don't! (blocking attacks from enemies)
Sanpay? No, no, no, no, (hero defeated) Persona 4 gold show begins! (During an all-out attack) You're going to! (When aiding and abeting an all-out attack) Nice to meet you!. I don't know if I can do this. Action!. (character selection screen) (character screen selection) (screen selecting characters) I don't know. I can
fight now-- I'll show you! I don't know. I can see it! (When using her angry action) I won't lose! (Upon arrival to wake up mode) (her instant killing session) heads up! (If her immediate killing hurt her opponent) Feel it! (During her immediate killing) it's time for my full strength! (During her immediate killing) and another...
(During her immediate killing) What an idol can do! (When trying to wake up super or during its immediate killing) ugh, I can't do that. I was so close! (When doing a bad job making her super wake her up) I'll make it my best show ever! (when standing idly by) Let's get on with it! (After winning the round or standing idly
by) now I can protect everyone! What are you doing? Senpai, did you see that? What are you doing? Sen, I don't know what to tell you. No, no, no, no, no, no, no. I don't know. I am tired... I don't know. It's so frustrating... (Continued?) I'm tired of it... (Continued?) Take two, here we go! Don't underestimate the
stubbornness of an idol! Wow, that was amazing. You beat them all! I feel like I've grown and earned More security now. We need to be a permanent team!... I was just kidding. No, no, no, no, no, no, (arcade cleanup/score attack/Golden Arena mode) Victory quotes [Edit | edit source] General there, I win! If you want a
rematch, talk to my agent! Thank you for coming to today's show! You were the biggest special guest! If you think I'm just an idol, you're in trouble. I didn't train for nothing! So it's a man's fight... It was a little scary, but I'm determined not to lose! My sense of rhythm combined with the courage it takes to get on stage... Ha
ha, I guess my idol's experience counts for something, huh? Yu Narukami specific character: I never thought the day would come when I would fight Senpai... I'm going to keep growing, so please look at me! Chi Stoneca: Your kicking was really heavy... But when it comes to quick movements, I'm not a wimp! Yukiko
Amaghi: That was amazing, Yukiko-Senpai. I'm going to use that graceful dance as a reference! Kanji Tatsumi: Ugh, you're too strong! Why don't you give up a little bit, asshole! Teddy: Hey, Teddy! From now on, touch me everywhere funny, and I'll hurt you with my new life! Yukari Takova: You're not a college model for
nothing! You have a great character! I have a feeling you're going to be a powerful opponent in my field! There are enemies___ (when encountering enemies) here we go! One man! (When using leader skill) excellent location, courteous staff, good breakfast. Her power is growing dramatically! (When Aigis is in Orgia
mode) vow not to strike? (When a merciful priest forbids an attack) this time he said not to attack! (When merciful clerics forbid an attack) did he say... Swear not to use skills? (When a merciful priest forbids skill) swears not to use items...? What? He said, what (when a compassionate priest forbids an item) vow not to be
bossy? (When a compassionate priest forbids leader skill) He forbids a few things at once! Oh, I think the vow has been lifted for now! (When a vow is picked without being broken) is what happens if you break a vow!? ... Oh, God, I'm so, but now it's clear! (The beginning of the queue after a merciful priest's nadru hofer)
gallery [original editing | rise concept artwork, some of which bear similarities to Saki Konishi. Rise's personal glasses. concept artworks of Rise's facial expressions (battle) artwork concept of facial expressions (normal) artwork concept of rise portrait of even of Rise in persona 4 All-Out Attack Portrait of the Golden Rise
says hello hero rise crying as she continues her farewell to mount arts book Sujima Shijinuri 2004-2010 rise joins all-out attack in golden steam background - Rise Kujikawa and Himiko (not uncommon) Steam Emoticon - :p 4g_love: (Common) Emoticon Steam - :p 4g_love: 18x18 (Common) Persona 4 (Manga)Rise
Graphics of Persona 4 Manga Persona 4: Animation On DVD Cover of P4A Volume 6 Illustration Cover Concept For Rise, the Marukyu outfit, a rising concert outfit and mobile phone performing at her go-up concert in Rise magazine's Gravure weekly makes an origami crane paper rise after summoning Himiko to rise in
a beauty pageant poster to go up wearing a swimsuit during the Miss Yasogami beauty pageant to go up at the second opening of Persona 4: The Rise of animation makes Naoto wear girl clothes with Nanako. Persona 4 Golden AnimationRise on DVD cover of P4GA Volume 5 Design of Rise in Persona 4 Golden
Animated Persona 4 ArenaRise Kujikawa in Persona 4 The Ultimate Mayonaka Arena Official School Rise at the opening of persona 4 Arena Persona 4 Arena UltimaxRise's Instant Kill: True Story The Immediate Rise of The Killing: The Rise of a True Story at cutsce Man's Anime 4 Arena Ultimax Persona 4 Arena
Ultimatex Illustration Artworks of Rise Kujikawa Persona 4 Arena / Ultimax (Manga)Rise and Special Image of General Teddy from P4U Manga Figure Countdown of Aliyah, Kanji and Naoto for Volume 1 by Rokuro Saito Figure Countdown of His Rise, Kanji and Naoto for Volume 2 by Rokuro Saito Figure Countdown of
Rise and Naoto for Volume 4 by Roquero Saito Ultimax Volume 2 Illustration Rise at Persona Manga Ultimax 4 All Night DanceRise Kujikawa Up close to dance all night of the rise of a promotional work of art for Personal 4 : Dancing All Night Illustration Artworks of Rise Kujikawa Illustration Artwork 2 of Kujikawa Rise
Illustration Artworks 3 of Rise Kujikawa Illustration Illustration Artworks by Rise Kujikawa in her high-cut armor concept art of rise Rise Kujikawa's original costume portrait in Persona 4: All Night Dance Rise Kujikawa in Personal 4: Dance All Night Anime Cutscene Rise, Yu and Naoto dragged into unknown portal
costumes P4DYasogami School Winter Costume Yasogami Summer School Uniform Diabolical Dress (Halloween) School Uniform: MidWinter (DLC Free) Everyday Attire: Midwinter (Free DLC) Swimsuit (Pre-Order Bonus - DLC) Gekkou Uniform (Limited Edition Included - DLC) LC Original Stage Costume (DLC) Neo
Nofdman Suit (DLC Free) Summer Vacation Clothes (Limited Edition Included - DLC) Classic Person Set (DLC Fee) Classics Set 2 (Paid DLC) Personal x Detective NaotoRise as she appears in Mana x Detective Naoto Rise as she appears in a manga adaptation of Man x Detective Naoto Persona Q : Shadow of the
Maze's animated design rises in color appears on the square- volume personal cover Q2: A new cinema maze in John's Land art developer Live ActionRise as she appears in a personal 4 Visualive Rise evolution as she appears in the stage arena to rise as she appears in the 20st stageplay person in ultras
languages[Editing | editing source] English language title Rise Kuji Japanesekawa 久慈川 ▼せ (Kujikawa Rise) Korean 쿠카와 리세 (Kujikawa Rise) Traditional Chinese 久慈川 理世 (Jiucci Chuan Lishi) Trivia[Editing | Editing Source] It's very implicit that aliyah doesn't see the value in learning English because it can just
hire a translator: Ow, why am I doing this? Learn English? I could just hire a translator. Ironically, she still says it in English resuming. One of Rise's early design concepts resembles Lisa Silverman. Lisa and Rise's names are phonetically similar in Japanese (Risa to Aliyah) and both have roles as idolatry, in addition to
being the most prominent about their love for the main character, and being the likes of Arcana. Some of Rise's early design concepts look similar to Ai Ebihara and Saki Konishi. Rise's appearance and name are similar to those of her Japanese voice actress, Ri Kogamia. During a visit to Port Island's Club Escapade on
Persona 4, Rise reveals she had a secret gig two years ago and the power was cut off in the middle of her appearance while referencing the blackout of power before the first full moon operation in September 2009. It comes up again at Persona Q when Shinjiro Aragaki identifies Rise's name thanks to the owner of the
Escapade Club. Rise is a famous idol, but none of her songs are heard in Persona 4, although she does provide poetry in heaven's version. However, the animation includes a dedicated opening consisting of Rise's VA song, and Persona 4 Golden has since added its concert scene featuring the rest of the investigative
team as an accompanying band. Rise is the only member of the main team with a character who is not based on a character of native Japanese descent. Rise is the only character who has no conclusive effect when summoning her character in the vanilla version of Persona 4. However, the animated Persona 4 gives
Rise the cut-in effect when she first summons Himiko and in persona 4 gold while assisting the All-Out attack. In the animated Persona 4, during the Battle of Shadow Nauto, Rise is the only female character who adores the aging Hugh by complimenting him when he is hit by Gaul eyes. Rise is the first
information/support figure to be involved in an all-out attack in persona 4 gold, as well as the first to be playing persona 4 Arena Ultimax. Rise is the only group on the investigation team that immediately summons its benefit, while the others break cards. The Rise statistics icon (the side portrait of the character showing
HP and SP) can be displayed without glasses in the P4G game guide. Rise was originally going to be an offensive figure, or at least a character who actively played in battle; She held the chain, but quickly changed into a supporting role when the perpetrator/thug role was filled by Kanji Tatsumi. During this design phase,
she looked very much like Ai Vasaki. It wasn't available when they decided on an idol that Lisa Silverman's design was weighed. You can also see rise all-out attack's dialogues in the game files. However, instead of actual dialogue in the game, they are actually developing comments indicating that the files should not
appear to be written in Rise's speech patterns. In Irina 4, she can occasionally say duel 1, let's go! 1, action! At the beginning of a game if she was chosen as a navigator. This is a reference to the round readings in the Guilty Gear series and the BlazBlue series respectively (both also developed by Arc System Works)
she is the only female chief character to reveal her weight in Persona 4: Official Design Works. Her immediate kill in Persona 4 Arena: Ultimax, True Story, is the song used in Episode 9 of The Anime, when it premiered in the story. Rise is the only figure 4 character to have seen her blurry image on the Midnight Channel.
Rise is the only persona character who has an initial persona that can undergo multiple mutations: support, battle and stage (though only shown when synchronizing with other hearts in P4D). In Persona 4: Dancing All Night, Rise is the only investigative company to wear a completely different outfit in which it resembles
no winter school uniform nor its summer school uniform, except for the Yasugami logo. In Persona 4: Dancing All Night, she is one of several acting characters in which she sings while dancing to her second main theme, True Story (ATLUS Kozuka Remix). The other is the sprinter Miko. When making a true story
(ATLUS Kozuka Remix), the actors can't change Rise's initial costume or choose a dance partner. Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise specified. Specify.
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